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A Note on a Result in the Theory of Code 
Construction* 
R. C. Bose  AND S. S. SHRIKHANDE 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
This note establishes a connection between Hadamard matrices 
HAt and the maximal binary codes M(4t, 2t; 8t), M(4t - 1, 2t; 4t) and 
M(4t - 2, 2t; 2t) in two symbols 0 and 1, where by M(n, d; m) we 
mean a set of ra n-place sequences with 0 and 1 such that the Hamming 
distance between any two sequences i greater than or equal to d. 
The structure of these maximal codes is also studied in this paper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A sequence 
= (a l ,  a2 ,  . - .  , a~)  
of n numbers, where ai = 0 or 1 may be called an n-place message. The 
number of unities in a may be called the weight of a and will be denoted 
by w(a).  The Hamming distance (Hamming,  1950) between a and/~, 
denoted by ~(a,~), is defined as the number of positions in which a and 
differ. I t  is easily verified that  
~(~,~) = ,w(~)  + w(~)  - 2 (~.~)  (1) 
where (a.~) is the scalar product of the vectors a and ~, and is, there- 
fore, the number of positions simultaneously occupied by unity in a 
and ~. 
Two n-place messages will be called different if they differ in at least 
one position, i.e. their Hamming distance is nonzero. I t  is important in 
the theory of symmetric binary codes (Slepian, 1956) to determine the 
maximum number A(n,d) of different n-place messages that  can be 
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constructed such that the Hamming distance between any two of them 
is greater than or equal to a preassigned positive integer d. A set of 
m n-place messages such that the distance between any two is greater 
than or equal to d may be called an n-place code of length m and mini- 
mum distance d. Such a code will be denoted by M(n,d;m) .  
In an interesting paper PlotMn (1951) has proved the following 
results, which are also quoted in a paper by Joshi (1958). 
T~on~ A. For any positive integer t
(i) A(4t  - 2, 2t) < 2t 
(ii) A(4t - 1, 2t) _-< 4t 
(iii) A(4t,  2t) <= 8t 
Further, ff the equality holds in (iii), then it also holds in (i) and (ii). 
TI~.OB~M B. If 4t -- 1 is a prime, then 
A(4t,  2t) = 8t 
When the equality holds in any one of the parts (i), (ii), (iii) of Plot- 
kin's Theorem A, the corresponding code is maximal in the sense that no 
other code with the same minimum distance and the same number of 
places has greater length. The mMn result of the present paper is the 
theorem proved in section 3 asserting the coexistence of the maximal 
codes M(4t ,  2t; 8t), M(4t  - 1, 2t; 4t), the balanced incomplete block 
design with parameters v = b = 4t - 1, r = k = 2t -- 1, ~ = t -  1, 
and the Hadamard matrix H4t of order 4t. In particular this theorem 
implies that Plotkin's Theorem B is true for all values of t for which a 
Hadamard matrix of order 4t exists, and conversely. Thus for t _-< 50, 
we always have A(4t,2t) = 8t and in consequence A(4t  - 1, 2t) = 4t, 
A (4t - 2, 2t) -- 2t, except possibly for the cases t -- 23, 29, 39, 46, 47, 
which are undecided. It has been conjectured that a Hadamard matrix 
of order 4t exists for all positive integral values of t. If this conjecture is 
true, then the equality holds in (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem A. The second 
part of Theorem A and Theorem B would then be superfluous. 
In section 2 we state briefly the main results known at present regard- 
ing the existence of ttadamard matrices, and the corresponding balanced 
incomplete block designs. Finally, in section 4, the structure of the maxi- 
mal codes M(4t  - 2, 2t; 2t), M(4t  - 1, 2t; 4t), M(4t,  2t; St) is studied. 
2. ttADAMARD MATRICES AND BALANCED INCOMPLETE 
BLOCK DESIGNS 
A square matrix H of order h is called a Hadamard matrix if all its 
elements are + 1 or -- 1 and if any two rows (and hence any two columns) 
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of H are orthogonM. It is known (Paley, 1933) that Hadamard matrices 
of order h can exist only for values h = 2 and h - 4t, where t is a posi- 
tive integer. We denote a Hadamard matrix of order h by H~. A Hada- 
mard matrix can always be reduced to the standard form in which the 
initial row and column contain only -t-1, since by changing the sign of all 
elements in a row (column) orthogonallty remains unaffected. 
A balanced incomplete block design (Bose, 1939) is an arrangement 
of v objects into b sets satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Each set contains exactly k different objects 
(ii) Each object occurs in exactly r different sets 
(iii) Any pair of objects occurs in exactly ~ different sets. 
The integers v, b, r, k, ~, are called the parameters of the design, and 
satisfy the relations 
bk = vr, ~(v - 1) = r (k  - 1) 
The design is said to be symmetrical if b = v and consequently k --- r. 
These designs were first introduced into experimental studies by Yates 
(1936). In consequence of this use the objects are called " t reatments"  
and the sets are called "blocks." The incidence matrix of a balanced in- 
complete block design with parameters v, b, r, k, ~ is defined as the 
matrix N = (n~-) such that n~i = 1 if the ith treatment occurs in the 
jth block, and is 0 otherwise. Clearly N is a v X b matrix of zeros and 
ones, such that each row contains r unities, each column contains k 
unities, and any two rows have unities in corresponding positions exactly 
times. Conversely the existence of a matrix with these properties i  
equivalent to the existence of the design. 
Todd (1933) has shown that the existence of a Hadamard matrix H4t 
is equivalent to the existence of a symmetrical incomplete block design 
with parameters 
= b = 4t -  1, r = k = 2t -  1, ~- -  t -  1 
Methods of constructing Hadamard matrices, or the equivalent balanced 
incomplete block designs, have been given by Bose (1939), Paley (1933), 
Willlamson (1944, 1947), the latest results being due to Brauer (1953) 
and Stanton and Sprott (1958). The existence of Hadamard matrices 
Hh has been proved for the following values of h, where p denotes an odd 
prime: 
I .  h=2 k 
II. h = pk_t_ 1=0( rood4)  
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I I I .  h = ht(p k q- 1) where h~ => 2 is the order of a Hadamard matrix 
IV. h = h*(h* - 1) where h* is a product of numbers of forms I 
and I I  
V. h = 172 
VI. h = h*(h* if- 3) where h* and h* q- 4 both are products of num- 
bers of forms I and I I  
VII .  h = hlh2(pkq - 1)p k where hl > 2, hs > 2 are orders of Hadamard 
matrices 
V I I I .  h = hlh2s(s ~- 3) where hi => 2, h2 = 2 are orders of Hadamard 
matrices and where s and s + 4 are both of the form p~ + 1 
IX. h = (q + 1) 5 where both q and q + 2 are prime or prime powers 
X. h is a product of numbers of the form I - IX  
The above list is essentially taken from Brauer's paper with a slight 
modification to include the results of Stanton and Sprott. As mentioned 
in the introduction, the existence of H4t has not been disproved for any 
integral t, and it has been conjectured that Hat always exists. 
3. CONNECTION BETWEEN PLOTKIN'S MAXIMAL CODES, HADAMARD 
MATRICES, AND BALANCED INCOMPLETE BLOCK DESIGNS 
Given an n-place code M(n,d;m) of length m and minimum distance 
d, we can represent it by the matrix M, whose rows are the messages 
as, as, • • • , am belonging to the code. Any permutation of a l ,  a2, • • • , 
am merely permutes the rows of M, and obviously the new code is still 
an n-place minimum distance d code of length m. Again suppose we inter- 
change 0 and 1 in the f lh position in each of the messages a l ,  as,  • • • , am 
(i.e., interchange 0 and 1 for every element in the j th  column of M).  
This process leaves the distance between any two messages unchanged 
and may be called column inversion. Two n-place codes of length m and 
minimum distance d which can be obtained from one another by row 
permutation or column inversion are called equivalent. 
The code M(n,d;m)  is said to be in the standard form if, in the cor- 
responding matrix M, the initial row consists of unities only, and the 
initial column consists of consecutive unities followed by consecutive 
zeros. If  M(n,d;m)  is not in the standard form, then it can be brought 
to this form by making row permutations and column inversions. 
We shall now prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) A(4t,  2t) = St, i.e., there exists a code M~(4t, 2t; St). 
(b) A(4t  - 1, 2t) = 4t, i.e., there exists a code M2(4t -- 1,2t;4t). 
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(c) A symmetric balanced incomplete block design with parameters 
v - -  b = 4t - -  1 ,  r = k - 2 t - -  1,  ~ - -  t - -  1 
exists. 
(d) A Hadamard matrix H4t of order 4t exists. 
The proof consists in showing that (a) -+ (b) --~ (c) --* (d) -~ (a), 
and is here carried out in several steps. 
(i) Suppose A(4t,2t) = St, so that a 4t-place code Mj(4t,  2t; 8t) of 
length 8t and minimum distance 2t exists. We can without loss of gen- 
erality assume that this code is in the standard form, so that the initial 
row of the corresponding matrix M1 consists of unities. Each column M1 
contains exactly 4t unities and 4t zeros. If not, suppose the j th  column 
contains 4t -t- i unities and 4t - i zeros, where i ~ 0. If i > 0, then we 
first drop all rows of M~ for which the f lh column contains zero. The dis- 
tance between any two of the 4t ~- i retained rows is not less than 2t. 
The f lh column now consists of unities only, and the distance between 
two rows remains unchanged if we drop this column. The resulting matrix 
M2 has 4t + i rows and 4t - 1 columns and corresponds to a code 
M(4t  - 1, 2t; 4t ~- i). It follows from Plotkin's Theorem A, part (ii), 
that i =< 0, which contradicts our hypothesis. Similarly if i were less 
than zero, we get a contradiction by retaining only those rows of M~ for 
which the f lh column contains zero and then dropping the f lh column. 
This shows that i = 0. Hence every column of M~ has exactly 4t unities 
and 4t zeros. Since M1 is in the standard form the first column consists of 
4t unities followed by 4t zeros. If we drop the first column, and retain 
only the first 4t rows, we obtain a matrix M2 corresponding to a code 
M2(4t - 1, 2t; 4t). Similarly by retaining the last 4t rows after dropping 
the first column of M1 we obtain a matrix ~r2 corresponding to a code 
21~2(4t - 1, 2t; 40. Thus (a) --+ (b). 
(ii) Suppose A(4t  - 1, 2t) = 4t, so that a (4t -- 1)-place code 
M2(4t - 1, 2t; 4t) of length 4t and minimum distance 2t exists. Without 
loss of generality we can take this code in the standard form so that the 
first row of the corresponding matrix M2 consists of unities. 
Schiitzenberger (1953) has shown that for an n-place code of length m 
var (k~)= m E kj (E  kj)2 E ~(~,, a,,) 
n 
where ~ is the number of unities in the j th  column of M, j  = 1, 2, • • • , n; 
and a~ and a~, are the ith and i~th rows of M, i < i ~ = 1, 2, . - .  , m. 
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LetK  = ~kf fn  be the mean value of k~. and8 =2~a(a i ,  ae) /  
m(m - 1) be the mean value of a(a~, o<i,). Then 
_ mn 2n ~ -- + var (/c3") 
2(m-  1) m(m-  1) 
Therefore, 
< mn (2) 
- 2 (m - 1) 
and the equality holds when and only when kl -- k2 = . . . .  k, = m/2. 
For the code M2(4t -- 1, 2t; 4t) we therefore have 
~<2t 
On the other hand, 6(a~, at,) > 2t for every pair i,i'. I t  follows that the 
distance 6(al ,  ai,) between any two rows of M2 is constant and equal to 
2t, and every column has exactly 2t unities. Since the first row of Ms 
consists entirely of unities, every other row of Ms has exactly 2t zeros 
and 2t - 1 unities. Now from (1) 
~(~, ~,) = w(~)  + w(~i , )  - 2 (~ i .~ , )  
Hence i f l  < i < i ' _ -< 4t, 
2t = (2t -- 1) + (2t - 1) -- 2 (~.~i , )  
or  
(o l i .o t i r )  = t - -  1 
Thus if N2 is the matrix obtained from Ms by deleting the first row, 
N2 is a (4t - 1) X (4t - 1) matrix with zeros and ones, such that each 
row and each column have 2t - 1 unities, and any two rows have unity 
in corresponding positions for exactly t - 1 positions. Therefore N~ is 
the incidence matrix of a symmetrical balanced incomplete block design 
with parameters 
v = b = 4t - -  1, r = lc = 2t - -  1, ~ = t - -  1 
Thus (b) --~ (c). 
(iii) The coexistence of a symmetricM balanced incomplete block 
design with parameters v -- b -- 4t - 1, r = k = 2t -- 1, X = t -- 1, 
and the Hadamard matrix H4t of order 4t, has been shown by Todd 
(1933). In fact if N is the incidence matrix of the balanced incomplete 
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block design, then it is easy to verify that  a t tadamard  matr ix H~t (in 
the standard form) is obtained from N by changing each zero to -1 ,  
and then bordering the resultant matr ix by an initial row and column 
consisting entirely of unities. Thus (c) -+ (d),  
(iv) If  a is a row vector with n elements each of which is zero or 
unity,  we define a corresponding vector a* as the vector obtained from a 
by  changing all the zeros to - 1. Conversely from a vector a* whose ele- 
ments  are +1 or -1 ,  we can get an a by  changing all - - l ' s  to zero. The 
relation between a and a* is clearly given by  
,~* = 2o~ - ~ . ,  o~ = ½ (,~* + ~,) 
where 
Then 
en = (1, 1, - - . ,  1) 
(o~*./~*) = [(2a -- ~,~). (2/~ -- e,,)] 
= 4( , .~)  - 2 ( ,~ .~. )  - 2 (~.~. )  + (~..~.) 
Using (1) and noting that  (a .e , )  = w(a) ,  (/3.e,) = w(/3), we have 
(a*.B*) -- n -- 2~(a,fl) (3) 
Suppose a Hadamard  matr ix H4t is given, with rows al*, a2*, . . .  , 
, 
a 4t • Let  
fit* = - -~*  i ---- 1, 2, . - -  , 4t 
F rom the prope~ies of Hadamard  matr ices 
(a~*-a*,) = (f~*.O*,) = 0 if i # i '  
,t 
(~* . f~* , )  = 0 if i # 
((xi*'f~*) = --4t 
If  we now set 
then f rom (3) 
~(a~, as,) = ~(~,  ~, )  = 2t 
~(a~, ~, )  = 2t 
6(~,  f~) = 4t 
if i # i' 
if i # i I 
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Hence we have a maximal code M(4t ,  2t; 8t) by taking as our messages 
the row vectors a l ,  as, . . .  , a4t,/31, f12, " "  , ¢ht • (The code will be in 
the standard form if we start from an H4t in the standard form.) This 
shows that (d) -+ (a), and completes the proof of our theorem. 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF THE MAXIMAL SETS Ma(4t - 2, 2t; 2t), 
M2(4t - 1, 2t; 4t) AND Ml(4t, 2t; 8t) 
(i) Given a maximal set M3(4t - 2, 2t; 2t) in the standard form, it 
follows from (2) that ~ -__< 2t. Hence the distance between any two rows 
is constant and equal to 2t, and each column contains exactly t unities. 
I t  follows as in section 3(ii) that the matrix N3 obtained by deleting the 
initial row of M~ is the incidence matrix of the balanced incomplete 
block design 
b=4t -2 ,  r =2t -2 ,  k = t -  1, ~= t -2  v = 2t - -  1, 
We can write 
M3= (E,t_~ \N3 ] 
(ii) Given a maximal set M2(4t - 1, 2t; 4t) in the standard form, we 
have already shown in section 3(ii) that the result of deleting the first 
row is a matrix N2, which is the incidence matrix of the balanced incom- 
plete block design 
v =b=4t -  1, 
We can write 
r=k=2t -  1, h =t -  1 
M2= [e4t-~ 
(iii) Before discussing the structure of the maximal set Ml(4t,  2t; 8t), 
we shall prove the following lemma: 
L~MMA. I f  Hnt and/ i4t  are Hadamard matrices of order 4t, with rows 
Or1*, a2*, " ' "  , a4t and ill*, f12*, • " , ~*t such that 
(~*'3J*)  < 0, i , j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  4t 
then there exists a permutation matrix P4t of order 4t such that 
H4t = - P,  tJ~4t 
In other words,/t4t is derivable from H4t by everywhere interchanging 
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+ 1 and -1 ,  and then applying a suitable row permutation. Let 
1 1 
K4t  - +2tl/2 Hat,  /~t t  - -  +2t1/~/~4t 
Then K4t and f74t are orthogonal matrices, such that the scalar product 
of any row of K4t with any row of/{at is negative or zero. Let K'at denote 
the transpose of Kat.  Then 
KatK~t = Iat 
where I4t is the unit matrix of order 4t. Let 
RatK'at = C4t = (cij) 
Then Cat is an orthogonal matrix. The row vectors of Iat and Cat have been 
derived from those of Kat and EAt by the application of an orthogonal 
transformation. Hence the scalar product of any two vectors is un- 
changed. It follows that the scalar product of any row vector of Cat with 
any row vector of Iat is negative or zero. Hence 
clj <= O, i , j  = 0,1,2, . . -  ,4t 
This combined with the fact that Cat is an orthogonal matrix, shows that 
no column of C4t can contain more than one nonzero element, since the 
scalar product of two rows which have nonzero elements in the same 
column would be positive and nonzero. Similarly no row of Cat can con- 
tain more than one nonzero element. It now follows that each column 
and row of Cat contains only one nonzero element, which must be -1 .  
Hence 
Cat = -Pat  
where P4t is a permutation matrix. Hence 
I~at = - P~tKat 
or  
I~4t  = - -  P4tH4t  
This proves the required lemm~. 
Suppose a maximal set M1(4t, 2t; 8t) is given in the standard form. 
From what has been shown in section 3(i), it follows that we can write 
(' ) Mr= eat M2 
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where e~' denotes a column vector with n unities, ~,'  denotes a column 
vector with n zeros, and/1/2 and 2112 are the matrices corresponding to 
maximal codes M2(4t  - 1, 2t; 4t) and ]kr2(4t - 1, 2t; 4t). Let 
A = (~,21//2) and B = (q~t2~2) 
Let the rowsof A be a l ,  a2, " '"  , a4~, andtherows of B be f~l, f12, • "" , ~4t. 
Since any row of A differs from the corresponding row of M~, by the 
addition of an initial unity, the Hamming distance between any two 
rows of A is the same as the Hamming distance between the correspond- 
ing rows of/1/2. I t  follows from what has been proved in section 3(ii) 
that 
~(o~,  o~i,) = 2t, i , i  ~ = 1,2, . - . ,4 t ;  i ~ i '  
A similar argument proves that 
~(~,  fl~,) = 2t, j , j "  = 1,2, . - -  ,4t; j ~ 3" 
Also since the Hamming distance between any two rows of M~ is not 
less than 2t, we have 
~(~,  fl~) _~ 2t i , j  = 1,2, . . .  ,4 t  
Now let us set 
Then from (3) 
/3:-* --- 2 f l~ - -  e4~;  i , j=  1,2 , . . - ,4  t 
(a~*.a*,) ---- 0 i f i  ~ i p -- 1,2, . - .  ,4t 
(fl~*./3~,) :- 0 i f j  ~ j '  ---- 1,2, - . - ,4 t  
(~* .~'* )  < 0 i , j  = 1,2, . . .  ,4 t  
, 
Let H,t and H4, be matrices with rows al*, a~*, "." , ~4, and /31", ~*, 
• .. , /3", respectively. Then H,t and/ t , t  are Hadamard matrices satis- 
fying the conditions of our lemma. Hence 
H~ = -P~, /L~ 
where P4~ is a permutation matrix. Let J4t be a square matrix of order 4t 
all of whose elements are unity. Then 
H4~ = 2A - J4 t ,  It4t = 2B - J4~ 
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Therefore, 
A +P4~B = J~ 
If  a suitable permutation is made on the last 4t rows of M~ this relation 
simplifies to 
A +B = Jet 
Combining this with what has been proved in section 3(iii) regarding 
the structure of Ms we can state the following: 
Given a 4t-place maximal code of length 8t and minimum distance 2t, 
there exists an equivalent code with matrix Ms such that  
(2 
where 
A = (1 
,4,-~ N2 / 
and N2 is the incidence matrix of a balanced incomplete block design 
with parameters 
v = b = 4t -  1, r = k = 2t -  1, X = t -  1 
Note that  the last 4t rows of Ms are obtained from the first 4t rows by 
everywhere interchanging 0 and 1. 
I~ECEIVED : January  29, 1959. 
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